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IRA & small scale radio galaxies


Who?






IRA staff
UniBO staff
non staff

Bondi, Feretti, Mack, Mantovani, Stanghellini, Venturi
Dallacasa, Giovannini, C. Fanti, R. Fanti
Giroletti, Liuzzo, Rossetti, Orienti

When & Where?


EVN (European VLBI Network)
− 1980s: EVN foundation (1980), VLBI telescopes @Medicina, Noto (1984,1987)
− 2000s: Noto active surface (2001), Medicina enters e-VLBI (2005), SRT dedication (2009?)




other ground & space VLBI: VLBA, Global, VSOP1&2
worldwide collaborations:
− NRAO, JIVE, JBO, MPIFR, CSIRO, IAA, NRO, ... + China, Japan



international conferences - 2 in 2008:
− Riccione CSS/GPS workshop
− 9th EVN Symposium

IRA & small scale radio galaxies


What?







Why?






Truly “small-scale”: youngest radio galaxies
Apparently “small-scale”: blazars, relativistic jets
Large: central engine of radio galaxies
Exotic: starburst, LLAGN, Seyferts
Evidence of start of radio activity
Connection to high energy activity, origin of energy
Unified models

How?



VLBI, "regular" and “advanced”: cm, mm-VLBI,
phase referencing, polarization, space
multi-λ: CO, HI line, RM, optical, X-rays, γ-rays

“Made in IRA”
1. the youngest radio galaxies


youth scenario






kinematic ages:
component motion
spectral ages: multifrequency studies
size/age/turnover
peak relations in
samples (Stanghellini,
Dallacasa, COINS)

medium properties
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“Made in IRA”
2. the structure of relativistic jets


Sample of nearby BL
Lacs





Quasars





VLBI+VLA+HST for 30
sources (HBLs, TeV)
Mrk501 @VSOP, mm-VLBI
−few 100 RS resolution
−limb brightening
polarization, RM
magnetic field

Gamma ray
connection:



Agile AGN WG members
collaboration with GLAST
team

“Made in IRA”
3. the central engine of radio galaxies


Bologna Complete Sample:








>100 radio galaxies with cores
as weak as ~1 mJy
unbiased sample to test
unified schemes
FRIs vs FRIIs: low and high
power jets identical on pc
scale
project recognized as a
national relevant project and
awarded 18 k€ from INAF

Brightest Cluster Galaxies




23 radio sources in GC
weak cores, few mJy
connection to large scale, Xray properties

“Made in IRA”
4. the weakest radio AGNs


Mrk 273





Seyferts*





ULIRG, flat spectrum
component
EVN+MERLIN: compact
AGN! 7x1021 W Hz-1
detection of pc scale core
in ngc5033
P=3x1019 W Hz-1 mini AGN!

CoreG-PlawG*



clues to solve RL/RQ
dichotomy
testing with CO line
observations

(*) projects awarded funding by TNA Radionet activity



NGC5033
 EVN @1Gbps,
rms = 50 µJy/b
 detected
@1.6, 5 GHz

“Made in IRA”
Final remarks


top science






EVN & IRA telescopes are unvaluable resources





youth scenario, relativistic jets structure, high, low and very
low power sources
46 refereed papers since 2004
over 200 hrs observing time @EVN, NRAO, IRAM, XMM, OVRO
essential for us
used worldwide

critical issues


When should one activate 0'ing of delays with DPARM(8)>0 in
FRING?
−VLBI needs lots of time for training, scheduling, reducing data!



little personnel & money

